
Costafiore Gardens
Ref: COSFIO

Apartment, Penthouse From: €445,000 Estepona / 

Where Quality Meets Comfort

Welcome to Costafiore Gardens - a new project of 28 modern apartments with the theme: where quality and comfort meet.

Located in Estepona, this new project brings you new homes with a well planned floor plan, bathrooms without baths, but
with lovely spacious showers, generous sized terraces, an outdoor kitchen beside the barbecue and plenty of room for
outdoor entertaining.

The ground floor properties also offer private gardens, as well as direct access to the communal swimming pools and
garden areas. Due to the positioning of the buildings, most apartments offer a sea views. The elevated position of the
buildings in Phase 1 offer uninterrupted views towards the sea on the south and south-west side, while the properties to the
north offer wonderful views of the mountains.

The new homes offer an excellent kitchen with appliances from Neff and a Silestone worktop, but they also offer the
possibility for a kitchen personalized to your wishes.

With normal sliding doors, only 50% opening is possible. That is why Costafiore Gardens is proud of its sliding doors
developed with the renowned manufacturer of windows and sliding doors Technal. They consist of 4 panels of which 3 can
be fully opened on both sides, thus achieving an opening of 75% coupled with an unprecedented ease of operation. This
appears to remove the border between the interior and exterior spaces of your new apartment.

All Costafiore Gardens apartments have two parking spaces in the underground parking garage and a private storage
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